PROPOSITION
1. The organizer of MotoSurf WorldCup is Jetsurf club, z.s.
in cooperation with coorganizer - Luxury Watertoys, 29, bd Rainier III, 98000 Monaco
2. The race will take place at South Wake Park lake, during the weekend of 11.14.5.2017. Event venue address: Les Escaravatiers, 2200 Chemin des Wagonnets, 83480
Puget-sur-Argens, Francie
3. The race can be actively attended by applied riders only
4. Event staff
MotoSurf WorldCup director:
Race director and jury chairman:
Main referee and jury member:
Referee and jury member:
Referee and jury member:
Main technician:

Ing. Jan Zeman
Ing. Zbynek BURES, Ph.D.
Ing. Radovan Záhorský
Karel Svitavský
Ivan Krákora
Mgr. Martin Koumal

5. Registration of the racers will take place at the venue of the race on 11.5.2017 from
17,00 to 19 o‘clock. Administration and technical inspection will be proceed as a
registration part.
During the registration, every racer needs to submit a personal insurace for motosurfing
purposes, sign an application and settle starting fee. Racers will need to fill in a licence
application (the price for the whole season is 100 EUR, or 50 EUR disposable licence for
men category, 50 EUR for women category. Riders younger than 18 and older than 50
needs to submit a medical examination report of a sport medical practitioner.

Main technician will revise the motorized surfboard, helmet (integral helmet with a
peak), lifevest, children under 18 need to use a neckbrace.
Successful passing of the administration and technical registration is neccessary to enter
the event.
6. Compulsory briefing will take place at the venue of the event from 19:30 on 11.5.2017
Race entry fee is 100 EUR for men category racer. Women class entry fee is free of
charge

7. Accommodation to be secured individually.
Recommended accommodation site: CAMPING LA BASTIANE -1056 Chemin des
Suvières – F 83480 PUGET sur ARGENS
8. Catering is secured individually.
9. Medical security – Health service will be secure for the venue of the event by coorganizer Luxury Water Toys.
10. Fuel is secured individually.
11. Parking for all the participants will be secured – as per the map attached.
12. The event is ruled according to the MotoSurf WorldCup rules. Rules available on:
http://motosurfworldcup.com/racing-rules/
13. Time schedule is attached.
Note: Organizer reserves the right to update the time schedule.
14. Organization specification:
The event can be attented by 48 racers in the men class and 24 racers in the women
class. In case of bigger attendance, the organizer reserves the right to reduce the number
of racers.
Contact:
Co-organizer
Luxury water toys
+33 6 22 89 10 09
race.jetsurf@gmail.com
Organizer
Jan Zeman
+420 605 297 954
j.zeman@motosurfworldcup.com

